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Abstract: In Vietnam, when the social develops then the living is raised higher, and the influence of foreign culture,
especially Western culture and American culture, become the most powerful and fastest. The transformation of values is
happening on many areas of social life that associated with the institutions about economic, political, social and cultural. So,
individualism and active lifestyle is more enhanced. However, the pragmatic lifestyle, the emotionless lifestyle and the
epicurean lifestyle are also developed and its consequences have also been influenced greatly with respect to social. The
article provides positive and negative expressions of pragmatic lifestyles, thus making comments on measures to reduce the
restraints of these lifestyles.
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1. Introduction
Pragmatism, which is a non-Marxist phylosophy,
becomes a "semi-official" theory of American lifestyle and
has made tremendous impacts on different aspects of the
social life of America for decades. It is reflected in politics,
society, culture and even morality, lifestyles and education.
Researchers believe that pragmatism is an inevitable
characteristic born from socio-economic conditions and
features of American culture, as well as American ways of
thinking. Therefore, when American culture and American
lifestyle intrude into any country, they bring in contents of
pragmatism with different modifications. Pragmatism,
during his development process, has made tremendous
effects on many countries in the world, such as Germany,
Italy, China, Japan, Viet Nam…
As for Viet Nam, when we study the effects of
pragmatism, we should look at two different periods: The
pre-1975 and post-1975 periods, which reflect different
levels and characteristics. Before 1975, pragmatism was
taught in universities in the South of Viet Nam, that is the
reason why pragmatism made tremendous impacts on
intelligentsia. In addition to that, the impetuous intrusion of
American lifestyles into different fields of the society, which
was referred to as "hasty lifestyle", "pressing lifestyle", also
contributed their parts to the process.
However, when the country was liberated, pragmatism

was no longer taught, but its effects still remained and these
effects were reflected in cultural products (films, music,
education and other fields, which could not be easily
recognized). We called it a spontaneous process, (meaning
that pragmatism was transformed into different forms in
culture). Therefore, looking for the effects of pragmatism is
to find their reflections in culture, education, lifestyles, and
ways of thinking, economy, and politics.
The influences of pragmatism would be explained in
different viewpoints, but we believe that it depends on the
effects of market-based economy, as well as the integration
process and globalization.
The market-based economy was formed in Viet Nam and
it has initially gained dynamic growth recently. The living
standards of the citizens are greatly improved. The processes
of globalization, international integration have brought
about new and modern things associated with many
countries in the world. In the same time, it has created bad
changes in the awareness of some parts of the citizens
concerning
traditional
values,
individual
and
community-based lifestyles. The most remarkable feature is
the trend to look down on, even refuse traditional cultural
values of the country and overreacts with foreign values,
which would be perceived as "new" and modern. To evaluate
these realities over the past years, the Resolution of the
Central Party Committee in Plenum V (8th Tenure) stated:
"The bad practices cult of foreign elements, looking down
on traditional cultural values, running after pragmatic,
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selfish personal lifestyle… are very harmful to the good
traditions and customs of the country" [1]. It is not a rare
reality when someone over-appreciates the values of money
and makes harmful impacts on the good values of families
and the relations between teachers-students, colleagues and
comrades. Not only the relations between people in the
market, but also relations between people of the families are
badly damaged by the strength of the money. Due to the
seduction of money, people are willing to let their relatives
sell their honours and support social evils. Due to the
seduction of money, children could torture their parents,
brothers are apart and husbands and wife get divorced… The
relations of the families are totally upside-down. The chaos
found in family relations creates favourable conditions for
the development of evil and dishonest features.
In schools, people, especially students, begin to pay so
much attention to individual benefits and want to choose
professions that could make them become rich and earn the
power. When they graduate from schools, most of them do
not want to work for authorities of the Party, organizations or
education system… Bad habits of students could be named
as cheating in the exams, gambling, careless sexual relations,
superstitions, being drunken, no disciplines, using drugs,
keen on pornographic products, worshipping the practical
lifestyles... Based on this reality, we could find out that
moral issues of students need to be seriously studied and
solved.
There are strange ways of living and lifestyles that go
against good traditions and customs of the country. Parts of
the citizens and social classes are willing to damage good
and traditional moral values when they look for their
individual benefits. Corruption, smuggling, illegal enriching
efforts and other social evils are more and more popular.
Especially, "a not small number of officials, party members
are losing their belief, lacking their vigilance, willpower
decrease, lacking of disciplines, determination and become
depraved in morality and their lifestyles"[1]. Reality shows
that, in recent years, the cases of smuggling, drug dealing
and making fake goods are increasing. A number of young
people tend to follow pragmatic and careless lifestyles,
paying so much attention to the values of money and turning
their back on values of traditional culture and morality.
Despite of the peace-loving traditions of Vietnamese peoples,
parts of the citizens, especially young people, teenagers have
committed their lives with violence. During the
transformation process into market-based economy,
Vietnam has to deal with the increasing and serious criminal
situation. Many dangerous crimes appears, such as terrorism,
blackmail, children kidnapping, women trafficking,
explosion trafficking, drug dealing, hired killing, sex
brokerage, drug use. We also witness the increasing number
of cases of women and children committing crimes”.
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2. Raising of Individualism and the
Active Lifestyle of Vietnamese People
Vietnamese people nowadays are more practical in
choosing the professions and knowledge. In other words,
people are more aware of the purposes in actions and ways
of thinking. Therefore, Vietnamese people could take full
advantages of fruitful results brought about by the
globalization process. Thanks to the globalization process,
they could maximize the position of the developing country
to "take shortcuts" to gain achievements in techniques and
technologies; creating favourable conditions for the
development of the country, thus make strong impacts on
cultural development; approaching enormous knowledge
ocean of the human being; the lifestyles of many Vietnamese
people in general and Vietnamese students in particular have
changed so much, thus transforming their inactive, close
lifestyles into more open, active and modern lifestyles.
One of the most remarkable impacts of globalization,
which focuses on individualism, is the reflection of moral
values in the viewpoints of individuals.
Individualism is now regarded as the indicator for
activities, meaning that the morality or immorality of the
activities depends partly on the spiritual heritages passed
over by previous generations, and it remains greatly
dependent on the individuals, which contributes to the
formulation of the new generations. The individual-based
moral viewpoints are separated with traditional moral
viewpoints, which are considered to be not suitable with the
new era due to the changes of objective conditions. Being
self-aware of themselves and less dependent on public
opinions make individuals active and quickly get access to
new things in science, techniques and technologies, as well
as paying much attention to the study of knowledge, thus
best serving the professions.
Actually, leaving behind our steps the outdated heritages
of the past is not easy, because they are rooted in the mindset
of the communities over a long period of time. And reality
also shows that, what is called "radition" would remain
stable and be passed over from generations to generations,
so it exists in the ways of thinking, habits, customs of the
people, even their foundations have been changed. But the
globalization process is a catalyst, a lever, as well as
requirements for peacefully leaving behind the outdated past,
because they understand that "traditions of the dead
generations are putting the weight of the mountains into the
minds of living people" [2]. It is the role of young and
knowledgeable people, who grow up in new environments,
to comprehensively, clearly leave behind the burdens of the
past with no excuse and nostalgia. Because they are the ones
whose connections with the past are not strong enough, they
could easily leave behind outdated values of the past and
acquire new things, accept new values in the constantly
active environment.
The eagerness for learning, the capability to overcome
difficulties to study well for a new, bright future help many
students achieve good academic results. Many Vietnamese
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students have won high prizes in International and Olympic
contests. They not only prove their capabilities, but also help
to strengthen the status of Viet Nam in the eyes of
international friends. Especially, during the process of
globalization, Vietnamese students are more and more active
and they could easily adapt with general trends of the world.
Thanks to good adaptability and sensitivity, students could
master knowledge and skills suitable with the era of
information technologies. In addition to that, globalization
also creates similarities between moral viewpoints and code
of conducts of a community (Vietnamese students), reflected
by international moral viewpoints and code of conducts. As
they are young, knowledgeable, capable of learning new
things, well-equipped with skills related to foreign
languages and information technologies, with the support of
modern facilities, as well as the openness and diversification
of international exchanges, students could easily adapt with
the new flows of the integration process. It helps to bridge
the gap between moral viewpoints, which would be done by
a spirit of openness and sympathies. In addition to their own
identities, Vietnamese students also absorb new features of
the world, which help to formulate general moral viewpoints
of human being and in the same time they can maintain good
traditions of our peoples in general and Vietnamese students
in particular.

3. Pragmatic Lifestyle and Indifference
of Vietnamese People
What is worth paying attention to is the above-mentioned
positive impacts themselves, which are over-appreciated by
the young people, leading to the fact that they become
misunderstood and become very negative. This is the place
where the conflicts between the thoughts and the lifestyles of
people are exposed and we could witness the two-side
effects of one element.
The most remarkable negative impact is the practical way
of thinking concerning behaviours, in which material values
are more appreciated than spiritual values by parts of young
people. Democracy, the advancements of information
technologies and the improvement of knowledge help to
increase personal awareness. They are aware of themselves
and they would like to express their individual roles.
However, sometimes individualism surpasses collective
values and they attach higher values to individualism, in
comparison with others. The typical sample of this situation
is the formulation of indifference behaviours extended to
other peoples. They only sacrifice or care for others if these
behaviours bring them economic returns, rather than
emotions and sharing. Sacrifice and care extended to others
will only occur if these behaviours bring about benefits to
them. This situation is clearly mentioned in the study of Ms.
Nguyen Thi Anh Hong (lecturer of Education Faculty,
University of Social Sciences and Humanities - The
National University of Ho Chi Minh city), who have carried
out social surveys on the lifestyles of students recently.

Students are randomly chosen from 3 member univeristy
(University of Natural Sciences, University of Social
Sciences and Humanities, University of Technologies), in
which the researchers use Factor Analysis and
discriminatory analysis to study the ways the students
choose their basic activities. And the researchers discover 3
basics lifestyles of students in Ho Chi Minh city at the
moment. In which, 60% of the students have close lifestyles
and rarely participate in social activities!. They still pay
attention to their studies and usually meet, look after friends
and relatives, but the scope is very limited. In addition to that,
they watch television, read newspapers. But they rarely
participate in social, political and collective activities. This
is a lifestyle lacking dynamism, activeness and integration
into social lives. They are often indifferent with the current
events happening around them [3].
It is the responsibilities of individualism and negative
impacts of pragmatic lifestyles that create "the disease of
indifference". Those who are infected with "the disease" will
feel indifferent with the pains of others, as well as the social
evils occurring in front of them. People become emotionless
with the lives of others, they only care for what could bring
them benefits, so that "each person lives his/ her own life".
Elderly people often said "The pain of a horse makes the
whole group of horse stop eating" or "You should care for
others as well as the ways you care for yourself". These
viewpoints become very popular and they are regarded as
the moralities and good traditions of Vietnamese people,
which have always been maintained and promoted. However,
in addition to those who know how to share, sympathize
with others and care for others, there are also people who are
very selfish, indifferent, apathetic and they only care for
themselves.
The matter of indifference in the society is a puzzle for
educators, parents and responsible persons. The
"indifference disease" creates tremendous impacts on the
society. Nowadays, young people would have more
opportunities to study, learn knowledge than previous
generations. Many public and private schools are open to
help young people become knowledgeable and moral,
serving the society and developing the country into a
knowledge-based, morality-based society, keeping pace
with the growth of other countries in the world. We are very
painful to witness emotionless and immoral acts of young
people in the media or newspapers. For example, it is now
really popular to see female students fight with one another,
strip off and tear the clothes of their friends, or students beat
their teachers so badly that the teachers have to be
hospitalized. What is worth being condemned is the fact that
most of young people stay indifferent and they pretend not to
see anything at all. Instead of stopping the cases, some
others do the cheering and support these immoral and
cultureless acts.
Recently, internet users are very shocked with the
hooligan acts of groups of female students in Bac Giang,
Bac Ninh, Quang Ninh, Hai Phong, Ha Noi…, in which the
victims are beaten, their clothes are torn and their hair is cut.
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"The recorder of these images is a male student. Together
with the abuse acts of the girls, the male student is very
excited in cheering up these acts: “Strip off the clothes, strip
off, strip off…" Moreover, many people are also shocked
with the indifference of people born in the 1980s, 1990s.
Some of them are very wealthy but they are not willing to
help people in serious needs and difficulties. Many young
people drive away and sneer at beggars. Some people refuse
to help those suffering from accidents, some keep going
away instead of helping these people and others even steal
the money of those suffering from accidents. These acts
make other citizens very angry but they are not seriously
dealt with. That is the reason why the Ministry of
Transportation and Communication seek the comments of
public opinions, so that the fines could be increased for acts
of making individual benefits out of people suffering from
accidents.
Recently, the criminals committing the crime of killings
become younger and younger. Many criminals were born in
1980s, 1990s. For example, the public are very concerned
about the robbery and killings happened in Ngoc Bich
jewelry (San street, Luc Nam district, Bac Giang province
[4]). "The emotionless guy", who killed 3 persons, was Le
Van Luyen, who was just 17 years old. Some people say:
"The criminal act of Le Van Luyen is the most serious,
barbarous, brutal and emotionless act ever seen". In addition
to that, Ho Nhat Linh, 18, who live in Bo Trach, Quang Binh
province [5] stabbed the knife 95 times in a woman, who
was pregnant for 8 months, killed her and then threw her
body into the canal. The murder case concerning the recent
killing of 5 aloe wood collectors [6] raises the fear of
indifference…
After many painful cases occurring currently, there
appears a matter which becomes worse and worse: Are
Vietnamese people more emotionless? This phenomenon is
reflected by the indifference, "each family would care for its
own affairs", or figuratively speaking, people are acting like
"robots" and they become brutal, emotionless.
The phenomenon of being emotionless is not a crime, but
it is a very short way to crime. Being emotionless and
senseless acts will lead to crime and painfulness, which will
lead to the incapability of controlling yourself... What is
worth paying attention to is the fact that it is not the story of
an individual, it becomes the "feature" of a modern society.
Ky Duyen [7] has mentioned that "The ever-increasing
insensitiveness would occur in all fields and many social
classes, leading to painful catastrophe of morality.
Individually speaking, insensitiveness is reflected in the
selfishness, coldness and narrow-mindedness of a person
extended to miseries of other people, as well as other matters
requiring the support and assistance of the communities.
Collectively speaking, the phenomenon is a bad situation
occurring in the body of "the society".
Abandoning people suffering from accidents, even trying
to rob them. And terrible crimes are resulted from very petty
reasons. The moral values connecting relations regarded as
the fundamental foundations of the society, such as
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parents-children, teachers-students… are distressed. The
bribery, corruptions happen widely in different levels…
These are different reflections of indifference.
There is a paradox that most of Vietnamese people
recognize: Nowadays, the material development of the
society is widely known. The indicators related to living
standards, economy, cultural enjoyment, education… are
greatly improved, in comparison with other previous
decades. The quality of life is also increased, people become
richer, the cultural attainment is improved, and the society is
more civilized… But as the society becomes more civilized,
do people become more emotionless? In addition to that,
young people, who are young masters of the country, are
most infected by "the disease of indifference". Many people
are shocked with the practical lifestyles of many young
people, who always run after the values of money and
contemporary values.
The impacts of "this disease" are very serious. People who
are emotionless with the affairs of the country, of the people
would not be able to control themselves, master their own
countries, the people… "The “development” of indifference
would lead to the fact that Vietnam has to deal with a tragedy
occurring in the souls of the people "[8].
It is a very important matter: Why indifference becomes
more and more popular? What are the reasons lead to this
situation? Many people believe that this is resulted from
pragmatic lifestyles and impacts of market-based economy.
People run after the material values and forget to
strengthen the spiritual values. The community spirit, the
mutual help, which are good traditions of Vietnamese people,
are no longer familiar and they would be replaced by
benefit-based considerations, in which the support and care
would only be extended if benefits are found. "The snatches
of the market-based economy would easily destroy the
culture and morality in an easier way, which could be
reflected in many other countries. This is the reality that we
have to recognize, in which a culture with so many
limitations would make breakages of values happen more
easily and bring about many consequences" [9]. According
to Ms. Ly Thi Mai, consultant of Ho Chi Minh City
Consultancy Centre for Marriage and Family Affairs,
"Young people only "know about themselves", and the
situation becomes more popular, that is the reason why
indifference really intrude and become rooted in the mindset
of young people nowadays!". Moreover, it is the
responsibility of indifference, which is resulted from selfish,
pragmatic lifestyles that make people feel that their lives are
boring, meaningless and monotonous. Consequently, moral
emotions are restricted, even annulled.
However, some people believe that the matter is not
simply located in market-based economy. Reality shows that
some countries, market-based economies could gain benefits
since their early ages, but if the societies are stable, how
could these painful acts happen?
The reasons come from deadly: lacuna errors of the
educational system, which is now operated in the schools
and families. These places bring about many errors.
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Families are the "cells", "fundamental elements" of the
society. According to psychological consultant Trieu Hong
Nhu from Ha Noi Psychological Consultancy Centre, "the
reactions, the behaviours of young people are partly resulted
from factors of the society and partly influences of the
families. Sometimes, it is the responsibility of the lifestyles
of young people… The habits to narrow the communication
and the wishes to contact virtual people in game onlines; the
popular appearances of violence in video games, television,
manga and other favourite hobbies of young people would
lead to the ignorance and apathy extended to affairs
happening somewhere around - This is an unavoidable
consequence"[10].
While providing the proverb: "You should teach your
child when he/she was young", Vietnamese people are
well-known for children-teaching experiences. But
nowadays many families do not regard this as an important
issue and they do not care how to teach their children the
ways to sympathize, love and forgive the others, because the
parents themselves are not role models for children in terms
of morality, lifestyles and they even do not pay attention to
teach their children. Nowadays, how many parents would
spend time teaching their children how to behave well,
self-respect and respect others, teach their children to be
tolerant, generous, altruistic and teach them about other
moral standards that people should follow and respect as a
human being should do?.
In addition to that, parents pay to much attention to earn
money and they forget to teach their children. They care so
much about their children and they are willing to
unconditionally satisfy the unreasonable requirements of
their children. But only few parents know what their
children - their princesses and princes will do when they
"have" money in their hands. Many "good kids" will burn
their money in bars, discotheques with unhealthy habits. In
addition to that, the parents do not teach their children how
to share, pay attention and live responsibly together with
relatives and friends. Children only know how to "receive,
they do not know how to "give away", and they will be very
poor in terms of emotions and become indifferent with the
pains of others.
Schools would be the places to train the "talents" of the
country and bring about people who have the talents and
morality. These people would know how to care for other
and serve the country. But nowadays, in some schools, they
only pay attention to cram the knowledge and the studies
become very practical in the way that help students cope
with the exams, leading to the fact that subjects of studies
related to the studies would be paid attention to, and other
morality matters are forgotten. Many schools even teach
citizenship education for form’s sake. Nowadays, schools
are no longer ideal places to help students "learn moral
issues first and then study educational matters later". The
relations between teachers and students become vacillate,
because of the impacts of the environment and the moral
reduction of many female and male teachers. In addition to
that, some schools are incapable of - or inattentive in

providing their students backgrounds of knowledge and
compassion, which will help to stop and prevent indifference.
Schools only teach their children about good things and they
forget-what is considered to be a weakness-that they should
teach the children hate the bad things.
It can be said that the reasons should be the deterioration
of social morality and the good values are affected. Precisely,
it is the consequence of a society when the belief is very
fragile, pragmatism is popular and selfishness is very
widespread. Bribery, corruption become very popular.
Moreover, indifference is the consequence of pragmatic
lifestyles, which is deeply rooted in the society. Good
morality values, love, care, magnanimity, sacrifice… are
recently replaced by materialism, utilitarianism and
individualism. People are emotionless with the pains of their
human being partners. In addition to that, the increase of
social unfairness, bureaucracy, corruption and the
"envelope" lifestyles make adults no longer moral models
for young children, and the moral values are decreased.
According to Ms. Trish Summerfielf, Director of the
"Living Values: An Educational Program", who have lived
in Viet Nam for the past 10 years, market-based economy
have contributed to the deterioration of culture, as well as
the formulation of indifference. This is the responsibility of
parents who do not care much about their children,
materialism is over appreciated and the abuse of diploma
and certificate values, the educational system is not
scientific and objective [11]...
Vietnam is aware of the consequences of this serious
disease. People who are emotionless with the affairs of the
country and other people would not be able to control
themselves, help their people and develop the country. As
the indifference phenomenon is more serious, Vietnam could
witness the fact that an unstable society would appear in the
minds of the people.
So, what should we do to get rid of the disease?. The
"most important" and indispensable medicine is the
formulation of serious fines, so that the order could be
restored. When the legal punishments and fines are strong
enough, people would be aware that, emotionless acts would
not only go against moral values and they may violate legal
regulations and they would suffer from serious punishments.
Do not rescue people suffering from accidents when you see
them, it is an illegal act. Stealing things from people in
accidents is illegal. Using violent acts to kill, torture anyone
would be heavily punished… In a society of sound
disciplines, people will act in pursuance with relevant
standards.
As for corruption, the most striking and high-level
reflection of indifference, it would be a very effective
medicine. It would be indispensable vaccine in the intense
"treatment". When punishments and legal regulations
become serious, the society would become more transparent
and the "vitamin" for corruption would be reduced quickly.
To achieve these expectations results, we need the joint
efforts of every person. The State and the people should
think, work out and provide solutions, help each other and
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recover the consequences.

4. Hedonist Lifestyle of the Vietnamese
People
The other negative impact is the fact that, together with
the lifestyles and industrial products imported from foreign
countries, many young people leave behind good traditional
and moral values, which are still suitable with the modern
era. In an open economy and society, people only like to
Hedonist lifestyle, play around and they are vulnerable to
social evils, leading to the changes in terms of moral values
and lifestyles. The moral values of many young people are
going against standards and especially, many people believe
that morality values and individual benefits could be
homogeneous. Concerning this matter, the results of a
statistical survey are provided by Ms. Nguyen Thi Anh
Hong, in which 10% of students pay attention to enjoyment
activities, in which some activities are useless and they pay
less attention to their studies, the enrichment of their
knowledge, as well as the improvement of their
characteristics. "I only like telephones of new
generations…", "The Korean film is showing the
episode….", "Fashionable things are sold in…". This is what
these young people pay attention to. However, they are very
active and enthusiastic in playing around, enjoying the
hobbies for young people, expressing the "fashionable"
ways of living. But sometimes these "enjoyable" activities
make them forget the way back home.
Many people believe that they are deserved to enjoy the
hobbies, personal satisfaction and they only want to make
themselves happy. They think that they were born in the
families with good economic conditions and it would be the
honour, happiness for the families to see them study in the
universities, and that’s the reason why they think they could
do whatever they want. They burn money, time and health in
useless games, bad recreational activities, their hobbies and
later they have to suffer from the consequences of what they
believe they deserve to get. But the consequences they get
are the facts that they lost themselves, their families, friends,
cousins are affected and involved, and finally they have to
get the punishment for these acts.
The material lifestyle is not only popular with young
people, they are widely known in Vietnamese society
nowadays. The pragmatic lifestyle and Hedonist lifestyle,
"luxurious and crazy shopping" is so familiar. They
enthusiastically and happily care for their appearances and
enjoyment, and this phenomenon becomes popular. Some
people pay attention to fashionable outfits, ride expensive
motorbike and use high-end products. The saying: "Ride
expensive cars-make contributions to bars-sing in mobile
phones" becomes standards and mottos for young people
nowadays. Illegal racing, careless sexual relations and doing
harm to other people just for fun - Their lives are full of
enjoyment and no effort is seen to improve themselves to
serve the country. Young people only pay attention to
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material lifestyles as young people in Western countries.
They are very practical, and when they have to face
difficulties, problems in their lives, event this is small
challenge, failures in the careers and problems with the love
affairs, as well as hitches in the relations with their families,
their friends, they lost the directions. Instead of trying their
best to overcome these problems, they are discouraged and
find the solutions in drugs, sex, gangsters and death…They
try to escape reality by finding enjoyment in unwholesome
services related to karaoke, massage, billards, café or wine.
These are what young people try to do, and they sometimes
use drugs to forget reality. In addition to the fact that they
would like to get rid of difficulties of reality, they want to
become "famous", to prove themselves. They want to prove
that they are not living with unrealistic thoughts, which
could not bring benefits to them. They think that it is very
obvious to have a practical lifestyle, because the calls for
pragmatism are so popular, the materials are very abundant
and the ideology is somewhere very far away from reality.
As for successful young people, only a few of them
devote themselves to serve the country, and they pay
attention to more practical things like their personal
successes, as well as what are related to their current lives,
such as diplomas, knowledge, love, assets, friends and
enjoyment. They have practical and wise eyes, but they are
egoistic. It is the ideology for them to get quick promotion
and ensure their lives with stable jobs.
They do not care much about social and political issues.
"It is an alarming fact for leaders, because Vietnamese
young generations do not care much about the events,
incidents occurring in the governments, meetings of
National Assembly delegates and Party meetings,
elections… Even though these important meetings are live
broadcast, but most of young people do not care. They only
enjoy Korean, Japanese and Taiwanese films… They do not
even care who will be the President of the country in this
tenure…" [12] . Therefor, there is a movement that young
people choose aimless lifestyles and do not care about
orientations or directions. Many young people deliver
negative comments, which refuse the role and values of
organizations in their lives. Instead, they enthusiastically
join in groups of people who like enjoyment. It seems that
they are very busy with their studies and their own business,
and they do not have time and determination for what they
think is not necessary. Politics was a hot issue for many
previous young generations in the past, but it is now very
strange for young people. For decades, we can not see any
thoughtful letters, proposals, meetings of young people to
protest social evils, to fight for humane ideology and
proposal reforms. Sometimes, they are riotous, but these
riots only happen at night: café, karaoke, beers, illegal racing,
drugs… "Culture of speeds" is the "weapon" of night racers.
Is this the fact that we have witnessed the generations of
pragmatism, generations of ignorance and generations of
violence? Many Vietnamese people raise questions: How
much hope should we spend on young people who only pay
attention to speeds at night, use drugs in luxurious hotels, go
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out with groups screaming after a winning match…? Should
we entrust these guys with the mission to transform Vietnam
into an ideal society, a better place to live?
In the society, the phenomenon of pre-marriage sex,
one-night relation, cohabitation is increasing. According to
survey of VnExpress, with the participation of 13,500
persons answering the question "Should we try
cohabitation ?". 7,600 persons, accounting for 56% of
participants, agree with the proposal of cohabitation, only
36% disagree with this idea. Other people have different
opinions. The survey reflects a real trend in everyday life
[13].
According to a survey carried out by Ho Chi Minh City
Institute of Social Science and the Central Committee of Ho
Chi Minh Communist Youth Union and done in 5
universities in Ho Chi Minh city and 3 universities in Ha Noi,
only 30% of participants oppose the pre-marital sex. The
others accept, considering it as a normal phenomenon. Some
think that it is not good, but do not oppose against this[14].
In Vietnam Labour newspaper dated 26th March 2011,
author The Uyen stated that sexual relations is a trend to
"express themselves" of young people. According to Doctor
of Psychology Huynh Van Son, Ho Chi Minh City
University of Pedagogy, pre-marital sex of young people is
the phenomenon influenced by Western and by the
bohemian lifestyle, which contribute to the deterioration of
Oriental people, those who always respect family values,
moral values; men and women should not be flippant; girls
should be modest and gentle… And the consequences of this
situation are the phenomenon of abortion and they are very
stressful now. According to Professor Doctor Nguyen Thi
Ngoc Phuong, Director of Tu Du Maternity Hospital in Ho
Chi Minh city, the abortion rate is very alarming. Annually,
there are 700,000 women in Viet Nam experiencing abortion.
In Ho Chi Minh City, whose population is around 7 millions,
the annual maternity cases are about 100,000, but the
abortion cases are somewhat similar. In Tu Du Maternity
Hospital, the annual maternity cases are about 45,000, but
the abortion cases are 30,000. The number of abortion cases
of the whole country is 1.2 - 1.6 millions per year. About 5%
of women gave birth to their children at the age of 18 and
15% at the age of 20 [15]. Teenagers (from 10 - 17 years old)
in Viet Nam account for 31% of the population (23.8
millions). According to the statistics of Family Planning
Association, the number of abortion cases of the whole
country is 1.2 - 1.6 millions per year [16], in which 20% are
at the age of teenagers. The national report on teenagers and
young people of Viet Nam shows that 7.6% people of these
ages will experience pre-marital sex. With this record
number, Viet Nam ranks first in South East Asia and 5th in
the world concerning the number of abortion cases of people
at the ages of teenagers.
The consequences of these matters are the facts that
1.16% of those infected with sexually transmitted diseases
(gonorrhoea in this case) are children below 15 years old and
this number is 1.5% concerning other venereal diseases,
which are the causes of infertility. By 17th January 2013, the

number of HIV-infected people who are still alive are
209.372cases, the number of AIDS patients is 53.834cases.
The number of people die of HIV is 54.200cases [17].
Many young people choose bohemian lifestyle, with
distracted concepts. For them, pre-marital sex is "a normal
feature" of a "modern and civilized lifestyle". Therefore,
they carelessly "make their choices" despites of
consequences. The reasons for this matter are as follows:
- Lack of care and attention from the families. Parents
focus too much on their own business and do not pay much
attention to their children. Or there are parents who only care
about educational achievements of their children and do not
pay attention to the emotions and feelings of their children.
Many parents believe that sexual education is somewhat "the
introduction for bad behaviours". They only try to satisfy the
material needs of their children and they think that it is
enough. For children, they are very eager about the topics of
sex, love. Some other children are desperate because of the
breakages of the families, so that they play truant and they
are easily attracted by bad habits and social evils.
- The school system is weak in their education topics
related to psychology, sexual health and preventive
measures. Teachers are partly not given standard trainings to
deliver educational sessions on sexual health; moreover,
many of them believe that this is a private, not serious issue
and they avoid this issue.
- Due to economic and cultural integration, the society is
affected by bad cultural habits and good traditional values
are damaged. Moral standards are being lost and the
lifestyles are pragmatic, some people are jostling and
making everything possible to earn economic benefits. The
ever-increasing appearances of hotels, bars, discotheque
support dissipated lifestyles. Young people are attracted by
unhelpful pleasures, which could result in terrible results.
Abortion is somewhat nearly a normal phenomenon of the
society. The availability of abortion services, which are very
widespread, convenient and cheap, with simple procedures,
makes women misunderstand that this is a preventive
measure and consider it as a proof for ever-increasing bad
sex behaviours.

6. Conclusion
When Viet Nam opens its door and gets contacts with the
outside world, different, foreign culture and values will flow
in. The matter is the fact that we couldn’t and are unable to
stop these cultures and values, we have to enable every
member of the social especially young people, with the
capabilities to become resistant with the bad effects of the
cultures and lifestyles. Don’t make young people worse in
moral values. To so so, we should join hands to enable
young people to avoid traps of the society, make them live
better and contribute their parts to the construction of the
country. Therefore, as we mentioned above, Vietnamese
laws should be forcible, deterrent enough and the education
system should comprehensively enhance moral and sex
education.
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